On the halt of spontaneous capillary flows in diverging open channels.
Due to their compactness and independence of exterior energy sources, capillary microsystems are increasingly used in many different scientific domains, from biotechnology to medicine and biology, chemistry, energy and space. Obtaining a capillary flow depends on channel geometry and contact angle. A general condition for the establishment of a spontaneous capillary flow in a uniform cross section channel has already been derived from Gibbs free energy. In this work, we consider spontaneous capillary flows (SCF) in diverging open rectangular channels and suspended channels, and we show that they do not flow indefinitely but stop at some location in the channel. In the case of linearly diverging open channels, we derive the expression that determines the location where the flow stops. The theoretical approach is verified by using the Surface Evolver numerical program and is checked by experiments. The approach is extended to sudden enlargements, and it is shown that the enlargements can act as stop and trigger valves.